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Conservation: Caring for God’s
Creation
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Teaching Guide Vol. 3
Our Lady of Perpetual Help C.A of
Brooklyn

The Tablet Jr. is edited by CTN, the educational
services department of DeSales Media Group.

Each month has a speciﬁc theme tied to Catholic
social teaching, which can be connected to your
existing plans and curriculum.
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Activities
➔

Youtube: God Gave us the World by Lisa Bergen
◆

Read Genesis 1:26-30. How does this
connect to the book God Gave us the World

Read the Tablet Jr. article as a class.
◆

Create a blackout poem based on the

Essential Question: Why is it our

message Jesus is sharing with us in Genesis

responsibility to take care of the planet?

1:26-30
➔

Learn360 Video: Corrupt Creation
Video Description: Men kill animals and a man for sport.
Noah's sons speculate about the ark and God. The hunters

How chemicals affect our food (Science
Experiment)
◆

Easter Egg Science Experiment

◆

Research another science experiment to
complete at home & report the ﬁndings to

talk to Noah, who condemns them. Ham and the animals
come to the ark.
Video Explanation: God entrusted to take care of all his
creations since others had taken advantage of the gifts God had
provided humans with. God entrusted Noah to make sure he
survived the ﬂood to start the world over and take care of His
creation and each other.

the class.
◆

Learn360: Camouﬂage Containment
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Additional Resources Continued
Reﬂection Questions can be in different ways depending
on grade level and ability. Platforms that can be used are
Padlet and Jamboard.
Reﬂection Questions:
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Additional Resources
➔

NEWSELA: Philly to dim lights to make it safer for
birds in ﬂight
◆

Research how other cities could make at least
one change for the betterment of the planet

◆

How to Teach Kids to Conserve Energy

◆

Learn360: Living off the Grid
●

1)

What is included when we say “creation”?

2)

What connection is there between how we take
care of God’s creation and our covenant with
God?

3)

How do other religions connect creation and
human responsibility?

Sadlier

What are you willing to do/change to
make an impact?
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Activities
Energy Crisis

Explanation: Although the video is from the early 2000’s much
of what we are going through today is a similar experience.
The amount of energy we use has increased even though

Read the Tablet Jr. article as a class.

some of the devices we use are different. In the video, gas cost
around $2.50. In today’s world gas has risen to a minimum of

Essential Question: How do our actions have

$4.17. How can we take part in reducing our energy intake?

consequences for the environment?
➔
Learn360 Video: Energy Crisis
Video Description: President George W. Bush noted a looming
energy crisis in the United States. American dependence on
foreign oil resulted in price spikes. President Clinton released oil
from the Strategic Reserve in 2000 when the deﬁcit of heating
oil threatened citizens. Interference with the law of supply and
demand caused blackouts in California. Savings from energy
efﬁcient appliances do not keep up with the increasing demand
for energy as entertainment devices and computers become
more widespread. Students discuss the energy crisis.

➔

Learn360: Franklin Plants a Tree
◆
Story Map Activity
◆
YouTube: The importance of Trees
◆
Anatomy of a Tree Activity
YouTube: The Tree Lady by H. Joseph Hopkins
◆
STEM: Create Bird houses
◆
Write letters to your local government ofﬁcials
about plantain trees in speciﬁc areas in your
community. Cite speciﬁc reasons for the value
of trees.
◆
Create a before & after drawing on Balboa
Park. Would people still visit the place even
without the trees?
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Additional Resources
➔

Reﬂection Questions can be in different ways depending

NEWSELA: How Antarctica is Balancing Tourism &
Environmental Protection

on grade level and ability. Platforms that can be used are

◆

Learn360: Factors Affecting Global Tourism

Padlet and Jamboard.

◆

Choose a state or country to research &
present the positives of tourism there

Reﬂection Questions:
1)

How can children, teenagers, & young adults make
a positive change in our environment?

2)

How can other countries come together to ﬁght
the Energy Crisis?

3)

Why is it important to urge people to make a
change?

➔

Greenhouse Effect/ Carbon Footprint
◆

Greenhouse Experiment

◆

Calculate your Carbon Footprint

◆

Newspaper Craft Activity
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Activities
The History of Earth Day

➔

Read the Tablet Jr. article as a class.
➔
Essential Question: Why has God entrusted

Learn360: How We Celebrate Earth Day
◆

Earth Day Scavenger Hunt Activity

◆

Kahoot!: Earth Day, Every Day

Youtube: Dear Earth by Isabel Otter
◆

us to protect the planet?

displayed in the classroom)
◆

Learn360 Video: First Earth Day

➔

ways to ﬁght Climate Change

Video Explanation: It is always important to understand the
Understanding and research is key to growth and knowledge.

Choose one of the activities from World

NEWSELA: Ofﬁcials from 200 countries agree on
◆

roots and purpose for the change we strive for.

Companion Sheet

Needs Challenge to complete with your class

Video Description: Learn why Senator Gaylord Nelson
nation-wide Earth Day.

Tumble Podcast: The Seed Treasure Map
●

◆
became concerned about the Earth's health and started

Write your own letter to the Earth (to be

Create a Clips video about how we can unite
to make a change for our environment

◆

Create a Food Drive in your school building.
Use the THINK.EAT.SERVE website for help
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Additional Resources
➔

Recycling STEM Activity

Reﬂection Questions can be in different ways depending

◆

Build a Hand Crank Winch

on grade level and ability. Platforms that can be used are

◆

Create Recycled Robots for Earth Day

Padlet and Jamboard.

◆

Build a Desert Biome
●

Reﬂection Questions:
1)

How can we make environmental efforts
consistent throughout generations?

2)

What are some possible outcomes to our
environment if we don’t make a change to our way
of living

3)

What are some important environmental issues
we should address immediately?

◆

Extension Questions

Growing Seeds in Eggshells
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Questions from kids like you!

Sister Elizabeth
Together as a class, read the questions and answers
from Sr. Elizabeth.

Sr. Elizabeth reminds us that it is our responsibility to care for all
things God has created. In question 2. Sr. Elizabeth encourages
Matthew to learn more about St. Francis of Assisi.

Learn360 Video:
●
Saints Alive: St. Francis of Assisi (K-5)
●
St. Francis of Assisi (-6-8)

Suggested Read Aloud: Song of Francis by Tomie DePaola
YouTube: Story of Saint Francis of Assisi
Pope Francis seems to embody two attributes associated with St.
Francis of Assisi - care for the poor and love of creation.

Pope Francis wrote the Laudato Si in 2015. It is a reminder to care
for our Earth and all God has given us. Lesson Plans are available
for teaching this encyclical.
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THE CLEAN
TEAM:
Students at
Ss. Joachim and
Anne School,
Queens Village,
ready another bag
for the recycling
-pile during their
Earth Day
clean-up of the
parish
grounds.
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Activities
➔

Read about The Clean Team
◆
How can you help clean up your school?
◆
Use the worksheet to brainstorm your
project
◆
Learn360: What should you be recycling?
◆
Create a poster to convince others to take
care of the environment
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Activities
In Genesis 1:1, we read that “God created heaven and
earth.” Take a moment to think about that. The Bible
was written centuries and centuries ago. And here we
are today, still standing on the same earth. Think too –
the same God who created heaven and earth created
you. Just as you care and love the world around you, be
sure to love yourself. You are part of God’s creation.

➔

➔

Psalm 148
◆
Draw an image based on what message God
is giving you. When you are done write your
explanation.
Earth Day Math Activities

WITH YOUR FAMILY:
Go to Sadler's: Lives of the Saints page and go to October
4 to learn about St. Francis of Assisi, the patron saint of
animals and the environment. Download the Intermediate
activity and talk with your family about whom they would
write about and why.

